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May 14, 2015
Mr. James Shaffner

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11545 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852
RE:

Industrial Wastewater Closure Module for Liquid Waste Tank 16H H-Area, Savannah River Site,
Revision 0, February 2015
Savannah River Site
Aiken County

Dear Mr. Shaffner:
This letter provides notice of the Department's conditional approval of Revision I of the
Industrial Wastewater Closure Module for Liquid Waste Tank 16H, Revision 1, April 2015. This revision
of this closure module represents the modified version of the referenced document as a result of the
correction made to address the comments received during the public notice comment period. The decision
of S. C. Department of Health and Environmental Control becomes the final agency decision fifteen (15)
calendar days from the mailing date of this letter unless a written request for final review accompanied by
a filing fee in the amount of $100 is filed in accordance with the enclosed copy of the South Carolina
Board of Health and Environmental Control Guide to Board Review Pursuant to S.C. Code Section 44-160.
Attachment A presents the Department's responses to all comments received regarding the referenced
Closure Module. The comment letters submitted to the Department during the public notice period are
included as Attachments #1, #2, and #3.
If there are any questions, please contact Barry Mullinax by telephone at 803.898.4012 or contact me by
e-mail at mullinbsJ.dliec.sc.gov.
Sincerely,

Jef rey P, DeBessonet, P.E., Director
Water Facilities Permitting Division
cc via e-mail:

Jennifer Hughes, Midlands Region BEHS, Aiken Office
Shelly Wilson, Federal Facilities Coordinator
Susan Fulmer, Federal Remediation Section
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Attachment A

Responses to Comments Received During the Public Notice Period for INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER
CLOSURE MODULE FOR LIQUID WASTE TANK 16H H-AREA TANK FARM, SAVANNAH RIVER SITE, REV. 0

Response to Public-1 Comment (See Savannah River Site Community Reuse Organization letter
(Attachment 1)):
The Department acknowledges your comments that support closure of Tank 16H. Note that
your comments will require no action by the Department relative to the Tank 16H Closure Module.
Response to Public-2 Comment (See Mr. Ernest Chaput letter (Attachment 2)):
The Department acknowledges your comments on the Tank 16H Closure Module. The
Department agrees with your Comment #1 that the radioactive waste in the underground storage tanks
at SRS is the single largest environmental threat in South Carolina.
Regarding Comment #2, the Department appreciates your position that liquid waste removal
should not be delayed.
The Department understands your position as stated in Comment #3; however the Department
is not considering an overall change to the liquid waste milestones at this time.
The Department does not plan to make any changes to the Tank 16H Closure Module based on
your comments.
Response to Public-3 Comment (See NRC comment letter (Attachment 3))
The Department acknowledges the NRC comments on the Tank 16H Closure Module. The Department
will make no specific changes to the Tank 16H ClosureModule with the exception of one wording
change on Figure 7.3-3 caption correcting a dimension (i.e., "18" Above Annulus Floor" to
"Approximately 16.4" Above Annulus Floor"). Note that on Page 4 of the NRC comments, it states that
"NRC staff plan to discuss these comments with the U. S. Department of Energy during a future
teleconference and/or onsite observation visit". The NRC monitoring phase is an appropriate venue for
consideration of these comments.
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INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER CLOSURE MODULE FOR LIQUID WASTE TANK 16H H-AREA TANK FARM,
SAVANNAH RIVER SITE, REV. 0 - Comment Response Matrix
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SAVANNAH RIVER SITE
Document No./Title/Rev: SRR-CWDA-2013-00091, Industrial Wastewater Closure
Module for Liquid Waste Tank 16H H-Area Tank Farm, Savannah River Site, Rev 0
Commenter(s): U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Comment ..
App.oed?

Matrix Doc Number: SRR-CWDA-2015-00050
Matrix Doc Rev:
Matrix Doc Date:
0
April 14, 2015
Contact: LaMesha Pressley 803-557-9352
Comment Resolution.

EPA

Section 5.0, Performance Evaluation, Page 91 of 128:
The last paragraph on page 91 states "[T]he TEDE
methodology used in calculating TEDE for DOE M 435.1-1
assessment includes multiple, dose pathways (e.g., water,
vegetable, and beef ingestion), in comparison to the
radiological beta-gamma dose calculated for the state drinking
water standard (Tables 5.1-1 and 5.1-2), which is an effective
dose equivalent (EDE) based solely on water ingestion."
However, the state drinking water standard is an annual Dose
Equivalent (DE), not an EDE. Footnote 'c' to Table 5.1-1 and
footnote 'd' to Table 5.1-2 on pages 95 and 97 of 128,
respectively correctly reference the state drinking water
standard for beta-gamma dose as an annual DE. Please revise
this sentence on page 91 to reflect the correct dose
terminology of the state drinking water standard as an annual
DE.

YES

The text in Section 5 has been revised to incorporate the
clarification.

EPA

Section 5.0, Performance Evaluation, Pa2e 94 of 128:
The first bulleted item at the top of page 94 states that the
South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental
Control (SCDHEC) State Primary Drinking Water Regulation
for beta-gamma radiation is 4 millirem per year (mrem/yr), but
does not specify what type of dose this standard is referencing.
For clarity, please revise this statement to include the type of
dose that the 4 mrem/yr refers to by stating that the 4 mrem/yr
beta-gamma dose is an annual DE.

YES

The text has been revised to incorporate the
clarification.
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INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER CLOSURE MODULE FOR LIQUID WASTE TANK 16H H-AREA TANK FARM,
SAVANNAH RIVER SITE, REV. 0 - Comment Response Matrix
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SAVANNAH RIVER SITE
Document No./Title/Rev: SRR-CWDA-2013-00091, Industrial Wastewater Closure
Module for Liquid Waste Tank 16H H-Area Tank Farm, Savannah River Site, Rev 0
Commenter(s): Public
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LETTER: Richard V. Mcleod, Executive Director, Savannah River Site
Community Reuse Organization (SRSCRO); dated March 12, 2015.

-(See Attachment 1)
PUBLIC-2 LETTER: Ernest Chaput, SRS, retiree
(See Attachment 2)
PUBLIC-3

Matrix Doc Number: SRR-CWDA-2015-00050
Matrix Doc Rev:
Matrix Doc Date:
0
April 14, 2015
Contact: LaMesha Pressley 803-557-9352
,

.

.

.

Comment acknowledged. No action required for the
Tank 16H Closure Module.

Comment acknowledged. No action required for the
Tank 16H Closure Module.

NRC STAFF COMMENTS
(See Attachment 3)

NRC comments acknowledged. No changes to the
Tank 16H Closure Module required with the exception
of one wording change on Figure 7.3-3 caption
correcting a dimension (i.e., -18" Above Annulus
..Floor" changed to "Approximately 16.4" Above
Annulus Floor"). As discussed on page 4 of the
attached NRC comments, it states "NRC staff plan to

discuss these comments with the U.S. Department of
Energy during a future teleconference and/or onsite
observation visit".
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INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER CLOSURE MODULE FOR LIQUID WASTE
TANK 16H H-AREA TANK FARM, SAVANNAH RIVER SITE, REV. 0
Comment Response Matrix, SRR-CWDA-2015-00050, Rev. 0

Attachment 1
SRSCRO letter
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TANK 16H H-AREA TANK FARM, SAVANNAH RIVER SITE, REV. 0
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COMMUNITY REUSE ORGANIZATION

two states, one futue

March 12, 2015

Ms. Bridget Clarke
SCDHEC
Water Bureau
2600 Bull Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29201-1708
RE: Closure Module for the Liquid Waste Tank 16H at SRS
Dear. Ms. Clarke:
Our organization, the Savannah River Site Community Reuse Organization (SRSCRO), supports
the removal from service of Tank 16H at the Savannah River Site (SRS) under the South Carolina
Department of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC) Permit #17,424-lW. We strongly
believe that removal of waste from the aging SRS tank farm is one of, if not the highest, priority
cleanup actions at SRS and every effort should be made to expedite the process. SCDHEC should
approve the Tank 16H closure module and allow SRS to follow the protocols under South Carolina
Regulations R.61-82, "Proper Closeout of Wastewater Treatment Facilities," and R.61-67,
"Standards for Wastewater Facility Construction" to close these tanks without delay..
The SRSCRO is a 50.1(c) (3) private non-profit organization with a mission to facilitate economic
development opportunities associated with Savannah River Site technology, capabilities and
missions and to serve as an informed, unified community voice for our five-county, twd-state
region. The SRSCRO region includes Aiken, Allendale and Barnwell in South Carolina and
Richmond (Augusta) and Columbia counties in Georgia. The SRSCRO is governed by a 22member Board of Directors composed of business, government and academic leaders from
Georgia and South Carolina.
Based upon the information supplied in the Closure Module document, we believe that (1) a
conservative performance assessment and transport modeling of the residual material left in the
tanks has been conducted and there is reasonable assurance that a release would not exceed
protective standards for the public and (2) further residual removal is not technically practicable
from an engineering perspective and any additional benefit of residual removal does not warrant
waiting on new technologies to be developed or employ
We appreciate the opportunity to offer our comments and look forward to seeing the seventh waste
tank removed from service at SRS.
Sincerely,

Richard V. McLeod
Executive Director
P.O. Box 696, Aiken, South Carolina 29802 P: 803.508.7401 F: 803.593.4296 www.srscro.org
Serving the Counties of Aiken SC, Allendale SC, Barnwell SC, Columbia GA, and Richmond GA
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Attachment 2
Chaput Comments at Tank 16 Public Meeting
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INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER CLOSURE MODULE FOR LIQUID WASTE
TANK 16H H-AREA TANK FARM, SAVANNAH RIVER SITE, REV. 0
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I am Ernest Chaput, a retiree from the US Department of Energy and the Savannah River Site. I
was a management official at SRS when the current agreement for closure of underground tanks
containing radioactive wastes was negotiated with SC/DHEC and the EPA. I have three
comments for DHEC and DOE:
I. All agree that a liquid high level radioactive waste in underground tanks at SRS is the
greatest potential environmental and public health risk in South Carolina. It is incumbent
upon all to support the removal of these liquid wastes from the underground tanks and
convert them to the much safer form of a solid insoluble borosilicate glass at the earliest
possible time. The facilities and expertise required to convert the liquid wastes into a
safer borosilicate glass currently exist at SRS
2. I am Very disappointed that DOE has not supported the timely removal of liquid Wastes
from the SRS underground tanks. Rather they have reduced funding for this most critical
activity and propose to run the available facilities at 50 percent of capacity or less. I
support DHEC's efforts to resist this ill-advised plan which puts at risk public health and
the environment. Specifically, the State of South Carolina should not agree to any
modification to its agreements with DOE and EPA which result in delay in removal of
radioactive wastes from underground tanks.
3. DOE environmental management funding should be focused on risk reduction activities.
Efforts to safeguard excess plutonium, dispose of research reactor used nuclear fuels and
remove high level radioactive liquid wastes from underground tanks should have priority
for available funding. In the specific case of liquid radioactive wastes, I believe it is
more important to remove wastes from underground tanks and convert those wastes to a
safer form than to close underground tanks from which radioactive wastes have been
removed. I recommend that DHEC, EPA and DOE place less emphasis (and money) on
closing clean tanks and make the freed -up 'closure funds' available for accelerated
removal of waste from active tanks. Public and environmental safety will be enhanced
by such a re-prioritization.
The current DOE/DHEC/EPA agreement for tank closure was negotiated in the late 1980s/early
1990s. One of the reasons the current agreement focuses on tank closure instead of waste
.removal was the inability to agree on criteria for determining when a tank was sufficiently
emptied - hence the fail-safe position of requiring tank closure was adopted. That rational is no
longer valid. In the 2005 authorization act, Section 3116 established a process for evaluating
waste incidental to reprocessing. The WIR criteria can be used in guiding the DOE/DHEC/EPA
agreement in emptying SRS undergrourid tanks containing radioactive waste. I further
recommend that the current DOE/DHEC/EPA agreement be modified to establish binding
milestones on removal of waste from SRS tanks, and that those milestones be based on the
current milestones for tank closure, advanced by 12 months (the estimated length of the tank
closure process).
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on this most important matter.
Ernest S. Chaput
P. 0. Box 5429
Aiken, SC 29804
esandc@prodigy.net
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Attachment 3
NRC Staff Comments on: "Industrial Wastewater Closure Module for the
Liquid Waste Tank 16 H-Area Tank Farm, Savannah River Site,"
SRR-CWDA-2013-00091, Revision 0, February 2015
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NRC Staff Comments on: "Industrial Wastewater Closure Module for the Liquid.Waste
Tank 16 H-Area Tank Farm, Savannah River Site," SRR-CWDA-2013-00091, Revision 0,
February 2015,
Introduction
NRC staff offers the following public.comments to SCDHEC to provide insight regarding aspects
of waste retrieval operations,, inventory development., and assessment of risk associated with
residual waste remaining in
r Ithe.tank and a..nnulus, of Tank 16H at the timeof closure. NRC staff
considers these important to the assessment of compliahce with the performance objectives in
10 CFR Part 61, Subpart C, including the as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA) aspects
ofl0'CFR 6.1.41.
It is important to note :that NRRC staff evaluates DOE's Closure •Module conclusions that support
the 10 CFR. 61.41 ALARA requirements within the context of the Tank 16H Special Analysis
(SRR.-CWDA-201 4-001 06),,because the Tank 16H Special.Analysis. provides final risk
estimates that are important to understanding the benefits of additional radionuclide removal.
The NRC staff's review of the Tank.1:6H Special Analysis is conducted under Monitoring Factor1.1 "Final Inventory and Risk Estinmates" listed in N.RC staff's monitoring plan .(ML1:2212A1,92).
NRC staff's Tank 16 Special.Analysis review findings will be documented in a technical review
report to be issued later in fiscal year 2015. The NRC staff's review and conclusions with
respect to the 10 CFR 61.41 ALARA requiremrent is conducted under Monitoring Factor 1 5,
'Waste Removal (As it Impacts-ALARA)"listed in NRC staff's monitoring plan (ML12212A1.92).
Results of NRC staff's reviewbof DOE's ALARA demonstration may be discussed in a future
onsite observation or-documented in.a separate te~hnical review report.
The NRC staff recognizes the unique characteristics of Tank 16H primary tank and annulus
waste. For example, -the extent of primary tank leakage into the Tank '1.6H annulus and
subsequent sandblasting to inspect the tank liner is unique. The addition of sand. into the
annulus leaving behi.nd what.DOE describes as less soluble sodium aluminosilicat~e compounds
may have made it more difficult to remove waste from the annulus. Within the tank itself, DOE
indicates that. it.performed multiple cleaning campaigns on.Tank !6H with the intent of providing
data.and expe.rience:to evaluate various. cleaning technologies as opposed to expediting waste
remova.l.
Waste residing Within the primary Tank 16H seems to have been very effectively cleaned; much
more than other tanks. DOE indicates, this is due to removal of the sludge when it was relatively
young, but this mayprovide insight into more effective ways to treat the waste to allow better
cleaning in other tanks. Some of NRC staff's questions and comments on the Closure Module
are based on that concept. On the other hand, waste remaining in the annulus from primary
tank leakage appears to have been more problematic to remove and therefore, NRC staff offers.
several questions and comments related to the final inventory and risk estimates primarily
focused :on revised Waste volume. estimates.
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General Comments
I.

Lessons Learned from Cleanin-g EffectiVeness of Tank 16H Primary Tank

Although not a concern for Tank 16H, NRC staff provided comments on the Tanks 5 and 6
Closure Module (ML!13081A051) with regard to the differences in level of waste retrieval
achieved in the primary tank of Tank 16H versus other tanks that have been cleaned to date
(e.g., Tank 5, 6, 18 and 19). Although DOE made a reasonable attempt to address the
general comment about differencdes in level of waste retrieval achieved in the varioustanks
that have been cleaned to date, only general observations were provided. For example, the
Closure Module indicates that physical and chemical changes occur-in the settled sludge
over time that make it more difficult to ;suspend; however it is not clear ifthis observationis
supported with any:specific data from waste.characterization, testing, or other analysis; The
Closure Module. goes on -to state't-hat.more recent safety measures have. led to a decrease
in the effectiveness of technologies used to retrieve waste.from the tanks... However, it is
not clear what changes have been made to.technologies or what safety measures.have
been employed that have led .to a .reductipon in the effectiveness of waste retrieval
operations at other tanks versus Tank 1.6H. Additional information related to physical and
chemical characteristics of fresh veirsus.aped wa~ste, as well .as differences in the
characteristics of various tank,farm waste streams,, would be helpful to NRC staff in better
understanding the costs associated with additional waste retrieval. Furthermore, additional
information related to changes in technologies or safety measures employed that led to less
effective waste :removal overtime, would be helpful to NRC .staff in better understanding the
differences in waste retrieval for Tank 16H versus:other tanks that have been cleaned or
that will be cleaned in the future.. Finally, any lessons learned from previousexperience that
could'be Us§ed to improve waste retrieval in the future would be bnrieficial in demonstrating0
compliance with ALARA :criteria in 10 CFR 61.41
2.

Comments Related the Cleaning of the Tank 1614 Primary Tank

The Closure Module summarizes the cleaning campaigns to remove residual sludge from
Tank 16H. It appears from the volume estimates provided that the four chemical removal
campaigns were marginally effective at' removing waste from theltanks (i~e.. 5,250 gallons of
residual sludge remained at the start and approximately 3,680.gallons remained at the end
of oxalic' acid treatment). -On the other han'd, DOE indicates that 'afte.the final rinse in Tank
16H that the remaining volume was reduced from 3,680 gallons (after oxalic acid
treatments) to 330 gallons -a va.lue significantly lower than residual volumes remaining in.
other tanks following 'cleaning to date.and.significantly lower than the.volume.remaining
following chemical cleaning of Tank 16H. Because volume estimates may not provide the
most accurate information on.the effectiveness of..oxalic acid.effectiveness, does DOE have.
any additional informationj(e.q., waste sample analysis before and after chemical cleaning)
that would help evaluate. the effectiveness of theoxalic acid strikes? Could DOE exkplain if
the use of oxalic acid altered the physical characteristics of the waste.to make it more

2
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amenable to removal in the final rinse, and/or if use of the slurry pumps (SLPs), operational
parameters, or extent of the final rinse are responsible for the siqnificantly reduced final
volume (high final removal rates)? If DOE thinks that the physical properties of the
relatively fresh Tank 16H waste made it more amenable to waste removal in the final rinse,
could DOE provide supportin.h information such as the rheological or other characteristics of
the waste that differ from other tanks' waste that made it more amenable to waste retrieval?
3. Comments Related to.the Costs and.Benefits of AdditionalRadionuclideRemoval
from the Tank 16H Annulus

Aswill be described in greater detail in a technical .review report related to .NRC staff's
review of the Tank 16H Special Analysis, NRC staff does not think that DOE has
adequately evaluated the potential risk associated with Tank 16H waste, particularly waste
located in the annulus of Tank 16H. Therefore, the benefits of additional radionuclide
removal may be underestimated.
With regard to the costs associated with additional radionuclide removal, the Closure
Module indicates when discussing the mechanical cleaning options for the annulus that
"The project team proposed that the dry retrieval approach could reduce environmental
risks.(from process leakage) and..." Could DOE explain if release of waste into the
environment was a concern for Tank 16H and, therefore, a basis for not implementing
additional technologies to remove waste? If leakage into the environment is a.risk, then the
Closure Module should be clear to:indicate the risk; as it Would be a significant factor in
DOE's demonstration of removal to the maximum extent practical (i.e., release of
radioactivity to the environment would be a manor cost of ceasing .additional waste removal
and should be factored into the cost-benefit analysis).
4. Comments Related to Tank I6H.Annulus Radionuclide Sampling and Analysis

The Closure Module indicates that, in orderto address the uncertainty associated with the
final annulus residual volume estimate, the individual sample proportions used for the
composite samples were varied based on the volumetric uncertainty. Could DOE clarify the
individual sample proportions used for the composite samples, including a discussion of
volume. uncertainty and effect on inventory estimates? Considering that the total volume
was revised from 3,300 gallons to 1.900 .qallons, were the individual sample proportions for
compositing derived from-the depth information for the 3,300 gallon estimate or the new
depth information for the revised 1,900 gallon estimate?
5. Comments Related FinalVolume Estimates of the Tank 16H Annulus

The volume estimate for Tank 16H in the H-Area Tank Farm Performance Assessment was
3,300 gallons (SRR-LWE-2012-00039),'which was revised to be 1,900 gallons .(U-ESR-H00113). The 3,300 gallons.was informed by the four samples taken from the annulus in 2011 in
3
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addition .to visual observation. The volume reduction of-about 42%. is.sta.ted to be a result of
new information gained from the 2013 .sampling;effort.;(5 samples from.annulus and 6.samples
from the duct), as well as new photographs taken in 2013. Based on NRCGStaffs-detailed
review of the Closure Module and associated references, documentation could be more
transparent on how the revised volume was• determined. N RC .staff offers several ;detailed
comments related to (1).the sarfipling methoid 'usedto. determine material heights, (2) the use of
photoqraphic evidence and landmarks: to assign marteial heiihts, and.,(3) interpolation method
used to assign material heights in:areas where no samnplezor Visual observationsare available.
Attachment 1 contains NRC staff's detailed comments related to technology selection,
technology effectiveness, costs and benefits of additional radionuclide removal, and inventory
development. NRC staff plan to discuss these comments with the U.S. Department of Energy
during a future teleconference and/oronsite observation visit. NRC staff is providing SC DHEC
these .comments to support the geqneral ;comments above"that summarize our more detailed
comments provided in the aftachment.

4
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ATTACHMENT 1
1. Lessons Learned from Cleaning Effectiveness of Tank 16H Primary Tank
1.1 DOE makes a reasonable attempt to address an NRC comment on the Tanks 5 and 6
Closure Module (ML13081A051) with regard to the differences in success of waste
retrieval operations in the primary tank of Tank 16H versus other tanks. However,
additional detail would be helpful. The Closure Module (page 23) draws a distinction
between waste retrieval operations at Tank 16H and other tanks:
"The Tank 16H waste removal may have been more successful than waste removals
recently performed in other tanks because the sludge removal was started relatively
quickly. For example, sludge removal from Tank 12H was performed 34 years after
the last waste receipt; a dormant period five times longer than what elapsed in Tank
16H. Experience has shown that if more time is allowed for physical and chemical
changes to occur in settled sludge, the more difficult it [the sludge] will be to
suspend."
o
o
o

o

Could DOE describe in more detail the physical and chemical changes that occur
in aged, settled sludge that makes it more difficult to suspend?
Could DOE elaborate on its experience that shows that aged waste is more
difficult to remove than fresh waste?
Could DOE offer any lessons learned or operationalapproachesthat can be
taken in the future to make the waste more amenable to retrievalat the time of
closure based on its previous experience?
Would X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy
Dispersive Spectroscopy (SEM/EDAX) analysis of the recalcitrantsludge in other
tanks give indicationsof changes that take place with aging that seem to make the
materialsresistantto removal?

1.2 DOE indicates in the Closure Module (page 23) that more recent safety measures have
led to a decrease in the effectiveness of technologies used to retrieve waste from the
tanks,
"In addition, because Tank 16H waste removal efforts were performed more than 30
years ago, many of the current safeguards related to nuclear safety, such as
preventing waste aerosolization, were either not in place or were not as restrictive at
that time. These safeguards have been established or modified over time as new
information on waste characteristics has evolved and lessons learned from
throughout the nuclear industry have been implemented. Therefore, the
extraordinary success described in Section 3.1 for the primary tank cleaning may not
be indicative, or possible for future waste removal efforts on other tanks."

5
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.o Could DOE provide more.specific information,on the differences in operational

o

parametersor types of techlnologiesused during Tank 16H waste retrievalthat
led to more effective waste retrieval?
Could DOE provide more specific information on how the implementation of
additionalsafety measures lead to less effective waste removal.over time?

1.3 Also, the quote above states that certain safeguards, such as preventing waste
aerosolization, were put in place to help prot.ect workers. In describing worker doses
from sluicing of annular waste, the Closure Module indicates (page 50):
"The demonstration was also used to provide sufficient information to establish an
estimated project dose projection for the-workers executing the activities. Assuming
no adverse incidents or unexpected rele•ses, the total job would be approximately
14 person-rem, or approximately 1.0 mrem/hour per worker. [SRR-RPE-201300003]."
The reference SRR-RPE-2013-00003 provides a breakdown 6f -the dose estimates for each
:activity required over each Riser or Inspection Port. However, SqRR-RPE-2013-00003 does
not contain information on the impact of .waste aerosolizationr on Worker dose.
o

o

Does DOE have specific information on the impact ofaerosolizationof the-waste
on worker dose/risk (e.g., infOrmation.on worker doses when.waste
aerosolizationcontrols were in place versus worker doses when waste
aerosolizationwas not controlled and may have contributed to worker dose)?
Could DOE otherwise provide informatiin on the expected reduction in risk/dose
to workers as a result of safety.measures employed that reduced waste retrieval
effectiveness to show how reduction in worker risk/dose.offsets. the potential
increase in long-term risk/dose to members of the public in the future?.

2. Detailed.Comments Related to.Removal Effectiveniess of Technologies dUrinq
Cleaninq ofthe Primary Tank
2.1 The Closure Module (page 37) states that during Chemical Sludge removal Campaign 2:
"12,600 gallons of 4 .wt% OA heated to 900C were pumped directly to the Tank 16H
primary tank floor to dissolve residual sludge, so that.the activity removed from the
sludge could be distinguished from activity removed from the coils. and waste tank walls
later by other acid sprays."
There does not seem to be an .stimate of the sludge removed from the tank floor versus the
coils.

6
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o Did DOE afterrpt 16 estira~effie .s'Wg' rerwvec from IAý tank ficor ves&sithe cadis
2.2 The Closure Meodule summarizes thie cleaning campaignStoremove residual sludge.
frbmTank l6H...The volume estimates provided suggestthatthe.,four".chemic.al cleaning
c.ampaignswere,'marginally effective at removing waste fromthe ..tanks in comparison to
the fin al ri nse,... Fromi page '38:
"The our- CS.R ampaigns..redui ed the estinmated. residual .hel volurrie in Tank1 6H
frm..app~r.oxim ately .5,25 .gallons to .approximately 3,680.galonss. [DPSP-80 717-23]"
Because oftheun;ertaint.yinvolume .estimates .and.the.possible formati6on ofokalates
lea.dingto, in[ease-in.olume,itis .notcearhattha
evolUm.e: estimates proided ,are;a
good indicii.'atio loin:ithe effectiv•e.hess of:.. xalic acid (i..,.perha6ps oalic acid:effectiveness
is gre-at.erth'an. th.e Voumee stimates suggest).
o D des DO'E h'ae.add tonal dýat tto esti/mrate the.invertby bYore, ed adtfter'oxa c
ack carr•gans'* to provkie a rre in•formative eveabaotin.of oxalt -acid
-effetyeness (e.g., radtnudide coxentrat.bn data before aerx aafteroxaic ac/d
treatmeno?
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-2.3 DPSP-80-17-2:3 describes-various data that was collected. between campaigns such as
gamma radiationprofiles using..a probe, three samplestaken after each campaign step,
sections of a cooling water: coil pipe which were. measured for radiation intensiy, heat
measurements, and analysis of residue deposited in a samp le pan after the water rinse.
However, these. data are'not -discussed in the Closure Module.
7
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o

It would:be helpful ffDOE could also analyze the results of other data collection
listed in DPSP-80-17-23 in the Closure.Module to provide a more informative
evaluation of the effectiveness of oxalic acid cleaning.

2.4 DOE indicates that after the final SLP rinse in Tank 16H that the remainring volume was
reduced from 3,680 gallons (after oxalic'acid treatmeints) to 330 gallons -.a value
significantly lower than residual volumes.remaining in'0ther-tanks following cleaning to
date and significantly lower than the"volume remaining following chemical cleaning of
Tank 16H. Theý final rinse was described on page 40 as follows:
."InAugust 1980, 34,000 gallons of 900C heated water were sprayed through
the four
rotary sprayers remaining in Risers 1, 3, 4, and. 7 and 22,000 gallons of 900C heated
water were sprayed through Riser'& The SLPs were turned on and the purImp in
Riser, 8 was indexed toward the .mound that-was observed after CSR Campaign 4.
After four days.of mixing, a sludge-slurry of 195,000 gallons was transferred to Tank
15H, An additional 56,000 gallonos of water at 25' C. were passed through the rotary
spray jetsto enable the SLPs to continue suspending the 'fast-settling sludge
particles during the transfer [DPSP-80-1 7-23]".
o

Could "DOEexplain.if the use of oxalic acid altered the.physical characteristicsof
the waste to Mnake it.more amenable tO.removal in the final rinse, :or if the -final
rinse is responsible for significantly reduced volume,, or if,. more specifically, the
typepof pump or method of operationof the pumps was responsible for the high
removal ratesfrom Tank 16H? If DOE thinks that the physical properties of the
relatively fresh Tank 16H waste made it more amenable to waste removal, could
DOE provide supporting information such as the rheologicalor other:
characteristicsof the waste that differ from other tanks wastes?

3. Detailed Comments Related to Costs and Benefits of Additional Radionuclide
Removal from Tank 16H Annulus
3.1 The Closure Module, page 46, indicates when discussing the mechanical cleaning
options for theannu us that "'The project team proposed that the dry retrieval approach
could reduce environmental risks (from process leakage).,and..."
o

Could DOE explain if release of waste into the environment was a concern for
Tank 16Hiand, therefore, a basis for not implementing additionaltechnologies to
.remoVeWaste? What efforts has DOE taken to identify the integrity of the
,secondary steel liner? An in-tact secondary lineris necessary to allow the
addition of a significant volume of liquid to the annulus to remove additional
waste. If leakage into the environment'is a risk, then the Closure Module should
be clear to indicate the risk, as it would be a significantfactor in DOE's
P
8
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demonstration of removal to the maximum extent practical(i.e., release of
radioactivityto the environment would be a major cost'of ceasing additional
waste removal and should be factored into the cost-benefit analysis),
3.2 In describing hurdles associated with oxalic acid .treatment:of the annulus waste, the
Closure Module (page.48) indicates.:
"The.SRN L.analysis results for OA cleaning showed that the solids remaining after
drying were sticky and formed large clumps. [SRNL.-STI-2012-0Q1.781 This could pose
potential processing problems with transferring .and storing tihe material. The formation of
a .gel usig 4 t.O.A for leaning was :also: identified in 11980. [DPSI8_-377].This. issue
Would require..resolution and testing before implementing.OA.cleanidg..Furthermore, a
.preliminary docum .ehted .safety arnalysis~evaluation showed that adding OA to the
annulus would present additional safety concerns and would .requireb safety basis
nmodifications that involVe ihazards assessments, expanded project safety
documentation, readiness assessreinihts, and a nh lear criticality:safety evaluation.'"The
Closure Module '(page 49) also states, ".,...chemical cleaning using OA was discounted
-as an option because of the technology development hurdles and safety basis
modifications needed to make itviable."
o Could DOE provide the preliminarydocumented safety analysis evaluation and

describe in more detail the specific safety concerns associatedwith use of oxalic
acid in the annulus?.
3.3 In describing the costs :and benefits of additional waste removal associated with Tank. 16H.,
the Closure. Module indicates on page 50:
"The HTF PA projected that the Tank 16H remaining waste contributed a ýsmall, •nearly
inconsequential, dose to a hypothetical future member of the public (MOP) (less than 0.2
mrernfyear total effective dqse, equivalent [TEDE]). Therefore, implementation of the
above strategy, with an expectedefficiency.of.less than 50%, and an estimated 14
person-rem job dose would result in a projected dose reduction of less than 0.1
.mrem/year."
o

As will be described in greaterdetail in a technicalreview report relatedto NRC
staff's review of the Tank 16H SpecialAnalysis, NRC staff does not think that DOE
has adequately evaluated the potentialrisk associated with Tank 16H waste,
particularlywaste located in' the annulus of Tank: 16H. Therefore, the benefits of
additionalfradionuclideremoval may be underestimated.

4. Detailed Comments Related to Tank 16H.Annulus Radionuclide Sampling and
Analysis

9
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4.1 The. Closure Module describes discrete samples in the primary tank and compositing of
annulus samples for analysis and provides Figure 4.2-6 to illustrate sample locations (page
70). Page 72, Table 4.2-4, indicates that the samples were not composited within
segments. Comments regarding intra-segment compositing made in the Tanks 5 and 6
inventor technical review report (ML1 3085A261) may not. have been issued in time to be
considered for Tank 1.6H sampling but should be considered in the.future. The comments
are quoted below.
'With respect to segment variability, it is not clear Why DOE does not pursue the option
to composite within segments to preserve information on intra-segment Variability. DOE
analyzes three composite samples in triplicate for a total of nine. analyses. DOE could
obtain a subset of the total number of-samples taken from each segment (e.g., set of two
or three samples from a total of five Or six samples taken from a particular segment) for
composite analysis. This activity could be repeated three times to obtain sufficient data
to perform a statistical analysis. of intra-segment variability. This approach would serve to
preserve information on individual segments that is currently lost in the current
compositing scheme in which samples from the entire tank are composited for analysis.
While additional compositing of segment samples or the .need for additional segment
samples to support segment compositing may incur additional costs, the same number
of composites could undergo separations and analysis that may represent the bulk of the
costs. The costs and benefits of intra-segment compositing should be evaluated. Intrasegment compositing could also be used to address any future NRC concerns regarding
the extent to which accumulated mounds are different than other residual waste or
differences inthe effectiveness of chemical treatment within a mound."
4.2 The Closure Module describes the evaluation of six potential sampling strategies for Tank
16H on page 62:
"The evaluation used the available information on the residual material distributions
(segments) and volumes in the tank primary and annulus, accessibility for sampling,
the SRNL statistical evaluation of the uncertainty associated with each sampling
option, and applicability of the sampling options. [SRR-CWDA-2013-00035]"
On the May 16, 2013 teleconference during consultation, the NRC staff inquired about
the basis for intra-segment compositing of samples in the annulus. The NRC staff
asked DOE to clarify the basis for compositing from the various populations and to
describe how. the decision to combine samples from different. populations impacts the
95th percentile Upper Confidence Limit (UCL95). DOE indicated that the UCL95 was not
adversely impacted with the. compositing approach. The reference SRR-CWDA-201300035 describes the impacts on the UCL95 for the mean concentration for the six
options stating, "these evaluations assumed a 10% measurement standard deviation,
anda •spatial variance 50% of the true mean concentration". SRR-CWDA-2013-00035
also states that the calculations assumed "no significant variation among composite
10
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samples relative to measurement uncertainty". It is not clear that SRNL-STI-2014-000321
addresses the issue raised in the Tanks 5 and 6 TRR.
•0

Could DOE describe how the assumptions in .SRNL-STI-2014-000321 used in
calculatingthe expected UCL of the six options take in'to account the available
information on the residualmaterialdistributions(three segments) and their
differing materialcharactefistics?

4.3 Figure 4.2-6 shows six samples were taken from inside the duct and five. samples from
outside the duct. The .Closure Module on.page 71 explains that:.
"SRNL had retained custody of excess material remaining from the analysis of the
four'(4) annulus: process samples collected in 2011 ....Therefore, only 11 new
samples were plan.ned.. in the annulus."
The assignment of the 2011 s•amples into the three composite.samples is described in
Table 4.2-4. The depth measurements taken for volume estimation indicate that there is
variability in the depth of the waste inthe annulus as well as inside the duct. The Closure
Module (on page 71 states:
"Using the methodology described in the LWITRSAPP, the annulus sample densities
ahd segment volumes. were.used to develop'the .sample compositing instructions to
create the analytical samples. To. address the uncertainty associated with the final
annulus residual volume estimate, the individual sample proportions used for the
composite Samples. Were varied 'based :on the volumetric uncertainty. Thus the
ahalytical results reflected ,the vl'u1umetrc uncertainty as Well as the measurement,
sampling, and material uncertainties Thhis co.mpositing method was reviewed and
supported by statistical experts in the Applied Computational and Statistics Group at
SRNL.'[SRNL-STI-20.11-00323] The analytical results for the three composite
samples allowed the overall uncertainty to be reflected in the confidence limits on'the
mean concentrations."
o Neither SRNL-STI-2011-00323 nor the LWTRSAPP, nor the Tank '16H Residual
Sample.Analysis Report (SRNL-STI-2014-00321, Revision 1) indicatesthe'
individualsample proportionsused for the composite samples. Could DOE.
clarify which..reference contains.this information, including discussion of.volume
uncertainty and.'effect -oninventory estimates? Consideringthat the total volume
was revised from 3,300 gallons to 1,.900 gallons,.were the individualsample
.proportionsfor composting derived from the depth information for the 3,300
gallon estimate or the new~depth information for the revised 1,900 gallon
estimate?
5. Detailed Comments Related to Final'Volume Estimate of the Tank 16H Annulus
*1i1
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5. 1 The Closure Module. (page 60) discusses the a-nnulus [esnidu~l§ vio .
detrmikhation. UESR-H-00113 "Tank 16 Final Residual Solids Determination and Uncertainty Estimate"
summarizes the revised volume estimate.for the Tank 16H annulus.
o

This document thoroughlydescribes the conceptualgeometry assumptions,
equations,and calculationsused to come up with the final-Volume estimate.from the
individual height assignments.. However, it could better describe the rationalebehind
the individual height.estimatesat the Stations, especially where measurements were
not taken and visual landmarks are used. It could also better describe the
uncertaintyassociatedwith the measured heights.

Detailed Comments on the Use of Visual Observation to Estimate Waste Height
5.2 The volume estimate in the Performance Assessment was. 3,300 gallons (SRR-LWE-201.200039), which was revised to be 1 ,900 gallons (U-ESR-H.001 13) The 3,300gallons was
informed by the four samples taken from the annulus in,201 I in addition to visual
observation. Thi•sreduction of.about 4.2% is stated to be .a result df the new information
gained from the 2013 sampling effort (5 samples from annulus and 6 samples from the.
duct)., as well.as new photographs taken in 201-3. Given the reductionin the revised
estimate, one might expect all the measured sample height levels from 20.13 to; be lower
than the measured.heights.from the samples in 2011, but this is not the case. .As seen in
the Figure Ai2-1:.Arinulus Samhple Locations and Image Locations .(SR R-L WE-201200039), some of the measured heights in 2013 Were. 1lOwer and some; Wre higher. ýThe
overall estimate is lower, in part, because mnrhaiy of the_.;isual.observation heightsthat were
assumed for the 3,300 gallon.estimate were replaced by lower assumptions. In comparing
the Figureffrom 2013 to that documenting the sampling froml2011, one can see that nrian] of
the visual observations are from the same locations. The Closure Module (page 60) states,.
'Vide.o footage and.photographs taken during the sampling were also used to.estimate the
waste thickness at other locations using visual landmarks (Table 4.1-2)." However, it does
not appear that photographs presented in SRR-LVVE-201 4-00.151 are used in all cases to
assign waste heights.

12
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o

The docomentation in the Closure Module could better exphgin why many of the
vkalobservations from 20 1-2012 wer replaced wth new assumptions It seems
that the photo technology would not have changed much from 201 1 to 2013 to ykeld
such dA'erent resuts. The dfferences between the use of /Andmarks orvisual
assumptions applied in SRR-LWE-2 012-00039 versus U-ESR-I-I-0 1 13 could be
better explained. Specilic examples are also provided in the follov~ing comm ents.

2(0. AftChkimeu"t 11 - AilniWs. Sampling
FRp iv'cýj1 -1-1: Jun
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Estimation of the Waste Material in the Tank 16 Annulus
Following Sampling in November 2011

SRR-LWE-2012-00039
February 28, 2012

ATTACHMENT I - WASTE LEVEL ESTIMATES

5.3 DOE collected photos (near Stations 2, 3, 8, and 10 in both 2011 and 2013 and the depth
estimates for waste outside the duct for these stations were reduced by about 50 percent in
these locations.
o

In general, the potentialdiscrepanciesbetween the measurements and what is
observed in the photos using the landmarks could be better addressed. For
example, it would be helpful if the photographsfrom similarlocations from both 2011
and 2013 could be analyzed side by side, with the landmarks and depth assumptions
clearly labeled. Information availablefrom the measured samples could be
discussed in terms of how it relates to the landmarks in each of the photos with any
ambiguous or conflicting observationsexplained. Could DOE explain the visual
evidence that supports the reduction in height for waste outside the duct near
Stations 2, 3, 8, and 10?

5.4 It does not appear that photographs in SRR-LWE-2014-00151 are consistently used to
assign waste heights when no sampling data is available for waste located inside the Tank
16H annulus duct. In reviewing the photo near Station 8+00 (Photo L in SRR-LWE-201400151, Rev 0), the waste inside the duct can be seen through the register. The duct
diameter in this picture is 12 inches and it appears as if the waste in the duct may be at the
14
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same height as the waste outside of the duct. However, the. 2013 estimate for thewaste
inside the duct was zero inches (Attachment 4, U-ESR-H-00i 13). (The estimate for the
waste outside the duct.at this location was revised from six inches in 2011 to two inches in
2013.) For comparison, in reviewing another photo with a register visible near Station
15+40 (Photos .Q and R), there does not appear to be as much waste inside the ventilation
duct, and yet three inches is assumed inside-the duct at this Station 15+40 (Attachment 4,
U-ESR-H-001 13). Also, in photos near Station 0+00 (Photo A, B and C), where the inside of
the duct is visible through a broken .piece of the duct, there does hot appear to be as much
waste inside the duct as appears in Photo L, and yet the sample inside the duct measured
5.25 inches.
•o

Could DOE explain the seeming inconsistenciesin visual photos versus height
assumptions and describe the visual evidence used in these photographs to support
the heights?

5.5 In reviewing the photo near Station 10 (Photo M in SRR-LWE-2014-00151, Rev 0), the
waste appears to be near the top of the duct on the left side. The duct diameter at this
location is 12 inches high (so the top of the duct sits at approximately 13.4 inches from the
annulus floor) and yet the height assumption for the waste at Station 10 outside the duct
was revised from 9 inches in 2011 to 3 inches in 2013 (Attachment 4, U-ESR-H-001 13).
o

Could DOE describe the visual landmarks used in Photo M to supportthe height
assumption at that location? Or, if instead, the.height of the annulus waste near
Station 10 is based on interpolationbetween nearby sampling locations, could DOE
describe.why the photographs near this Station were not used?

5.6 At Station 9+00.the depth estimate was reduced from six inches to one inch, and at
approximately Station 25+00 fromten inches to four inches. The 2011 estimates were
based on visual observation according to the Figure in Attachment I of SRR-LWE-201200039. There do not seem to be new photos or samples for these Stations in 2013 to help
inform the reduction in these estimates. Instead, it appears that the reduction seems to be a
result. of interpolation between .2013 measured sample heights.
o

Could DOE describe the basis for the reduction in estimate, or why the visual
observationsfiom 2011 were replaced by interpolatedassumptionsin 2013?

5.7 The Closure Module (page 18) states that "Due to leakage-from the Tank 16H primary tank
into the annulus pan, thirteen additional annulus riser openings, or inspection ports (IPs),
were added later to permit 100% annulus inspections." The southeast portion of the
annulus was.not accessed in 2013 (Figure A12-1 SRR-LWE-2012-00039) but visual
observations were .made in 2011 from the southeast portion of the tank near Stations .21+00,
23+00, 24+48, and 26+00 (Attachment 1 of SRR-LWE-2012-00039).

15
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o

The ClosureModulecould better explainthe limitationsin visual observation of the
annulus and how this impacted the areasithatrequiredinterpolationversus the use
of landmarksinhphotos. It.is not clearif DOE verified its determination-ofmeasured
or interpolatedwaste heights based on visual landmarks,or how DOE used -visual
tools to estimate waste heights where no measured sampling data was available.
Could DOE explain why the~inspection ports to-'the southeastof the annulus could
not be used for visual observationin 2013 or what efforts were made to obtain
access to this portion of the.:annuilus to verify.waste heights? Could DOE explain
otherlimitations in visual observation of the annulus that wouldprevent 100% visual
annulus inspections?

5.8 U-ESR-H-001,1 3 (page. 12) states that there were areas of.the annulus that could not be
inspected with a camera, "Visual observation of all of-the annulus floor is unavailable at this
time. Since solids we.re distributed around theannulus by way of liquid, it is reasonable to
assume that solids elevation does not acu.te.ly change in areas that cannot be seen."
b

Them.easured samplingresults.showsignificantvariabilityinwaste annulus heights
between stationslocatednearby (eight inches at Station 15+40 versus four inches at
Station 13+67) making it difficult to determine whether the.assumption that the waste
heights are well correlatedbetween sample locations..is valid (U-EStR-H-o0113 and
SRR-LWE-2014-O0151). DOE 'coulduse geostatisticaltools'to better understand
correlation lengths and.determine optimum sampling.locations in futdre efforts;

5.9 Table 4.1-2 (page 60) of the.Closure Module- lists land'mrikatks' used to evaluate a.nn'ular
waste heights. One of the landmarks listed is the duct air supply openings. It is not clear
what air supply openings are being referred to thatwould constitute a vertically oriented
feature that could provideinformation on waste height.
o

Please describe in more detail what airsupply openings are being referred to or
explain how the air supply openings are used as landmarks to gauge waste height.

Detailed Comments on the Uncertainty of Measured Waste Heights in the Annulus
5.10 . The Closure Module describes the process by which waste heights Were. estimated
(page 66),
"By measuring the height of the waste at the start of drilling, and the height when auger
bit speed increased (indicating the material hadbeedn disaggregated) and penetrati on
•stopped'(indicating the presence of a hard surface ;such as the annuluslpan or duct
bottmrh) the waste thickness was determined."
U-ESR-H-0013 page 11 describes how the depth was measured during sampling:

16
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"The depth of the solids-layer was determined by lowering an auger to the top of the
solids layer and marking the shaft of the auger. The auger was then lowered through-the
solids i.ayer and the shaft marked again. The difference in the initial and final marks
indicated the depth Of the solids layers."
The depth measurements taken during sampling seem to be. relied upon heavily in the
final-volumr-e estimate but-the documentation 'lacks a discussion of the uncertainty
associated with the measured depths. It would be helpful to know Uncertainty of waste
%heightmeasurements based on uncertainty in marking the auger at the point-where the
top of the waste is reached. It is not clear how one would .know when the topof the
waste is *reached. -it would be helpful ifDOE could address the following questions in the
documentation:

•b

"
o

o

I reaching the top of the waste based on visual observation, or-some other
Is
indicator?
How variable are the waste height measurements due to surface roughness? If the
surface of the waste is rough or variable along the radius, then there maybe
significantuncertainty.in the height measurementin roughlyethe same measurement
location.
How variable are the waste heights based on distance from the annulus wall or duct
(i.,e., does waste tend to accumulate .onverticalsurfaces)?
It is not clear-how one Would determine when the top of the waste&is reached in a
duct Where .the duct itself is obstructingthe view? How would one know Wheh the
auge•rreaches the top of Waste in a duct in cases Where a ho-le needs.to be cut into
the duct to; sample (e.g., photograph H in SRR-LWE-2014-00151)?
When the duct is corroded, how does DOE determine the waste height in the duct if
the-,bOttom of the duct has collapsed (photographB in SRR-LWE-20'14-00151)?

5.11 Uncertainty in the waste height measurements appears significant. Several
measurements.do not~appear to be correlated'to the photographs (SRR-LWE-2014-00151).
Specific examples are provided above: under comments related to visual observations and
some examples are repeated. below.
* Waste under the duct register in photograph J (and nearby photograph L) looks much
.higher than the sampled valueof 0.875 inches (and higher than-the 0 inches assigned.to
.the location depicted in photograph L).
• Waste appears.to be. located near the top of the duct in photographs H (2.5 inches), 0 (3
.inches), P (3 inches), V (2.5 inches), and X (2.5 inches) but the waste heights assigned
.are much smaller than the duct diameters that are all > 12 inches.
o

5.12

Could DOE describe the uncertainty in the measured heights given the apparent
incohsistencies With.landmarksin-photographs?

U-ESR-H-00113 also states that

17
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"for other areas that were not sampleýd the solids depth was estimated based on the use
of visual landfharks where. possible. Wheere cameras were not able to be utilized to
visually inspect the annulus, the solids.depth was extrapolated from the nearest known
areas."
It is riot clear how heights are determined for Tank 16H annulus waste located inside the
duct between Stations 20.70 and 00,30 in the absence of sample measurements and
photographs (SRR-LWE-2014-00151).
•

The documentation.could better explain the 'extrapolationmethod used for areas
lacking sample or photographicdata (e.g.,: it does not appearto be a linear
interpolationbased on segment length). In looking at the depth assumptions listed
in the spreadsheet in FigureA4- 1, Tank 16H Annulus Residual Solids Chart of UESR-H-O01 13, it appearsthat the measured heights were entered at the various
stations and an approximate interpolationbetween those measured heights was
assumed.: Also, as stated above In the comments regarding.visualobservation, it is
unclearhow the photo observationsand landmarks helped infqrm the interpolated
values.

5.13 DOE assigns high and low end waste, heights to account for volume uncertaihty (U-ESRH-001 13). Uncertainty in measurements based on saampling, photographicaeviderice, and
interpolation should be different. However, itappears that uncertainty in the measurements
is not based on the method used to assign the waste heights. For example, itappears that
the uncertainty in the duct waste height Values is always t/- 0.5 inches irrespective of
assignment method. Furthermore, itis not clear that +-r0 .5 inches ade uately.adcounts for
uncertainty in the waste height measurements in the annulus duct based on measurement
error, sample representativeness, access .limitations, 'aid extralpolatioh methods.
o Please'explain how DOE considers uncertaintyin the Tank 16H annulus volume
estimates and at what confidence level.DOE expects the high end volume estimates
bound the true waste volume.

Clarification Comments
1. Page 26, DOE indicates, "The drawbacks for these types of jets were the. large water
volumes required to Slurry the sludge (approximately five times the volume of sludge
removed)_...." Did DOE intend to state that approximately five times the volume of water
was needed to remove.the same volume of sludge?
2. Page 82, Why is 26 gallons or 2 percent in the secondary sand. pad described as a
conservative Value?
3. Page 116, Figure 7.3-3 indicates that the height of the duct off the floor is 3 inches which
seems to be different than'the support channel height (which supports the duct) of 1.41
inches given.in equations on page 53 of U-ESR-H-001 13.. Could DOE clarify the heights of
the duct offthe floor for the various duct diameters?
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INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER CLOSURE MODULE FOR LIQUID WASTE
TANK 16H H-AREA TANK FARM, SAVANNAH RIVER SITE, REV. 0
Comment Response Matrix, SRR-CWDA-2015-00050, Rev. 0

4. -Page 42-displays-a photograph ofthe Tank 16H Post Phase 4 cleaning (December 1980).
On page 40, it is stated that "in January 2013, the primary tank residual solids volume was
re-evaluated -using high-definition photographs and a new mapping process. developed for
the-waste tank.closure project." It is not clear ifthe photograph in Figure 3.1-14.wastaken
in 19.80 or if it is one .of the .new high-definition photographs taken in 2013. Itwould be
helpful to see the comparison .ofthe photo from 1980 with the high-definition photograph
taken in 2013..
5. Equation (4) in the document SRNL-STI-2014-00321, page 75, is not. clear. The terms with Y
symbols are referred as "total of measured concentration results," and it is not clear how
straight measures can be used to define an ýeffective variance (labeled as MSs&mpi,) without
computing d.ifferences. Could. DOE define the Ysymbols and include a simple example for
the computations of MSsample?
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South Carolina Board of Health and Environmental Control
Guide to Board Review
Pursuant to S.C. Code Ann. § 44-1-60
The decision of the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (Department)
becomes the final agency decision fifteen (15) calendar days after notice of the decision has been
mailed to the applicant, permittee, licensee and affected persons who have requested in writing to be
notified, unless a written request for final review accompanied by a filing fee in the amount of $100 is
filed with Department by the applicant, permittee, licensee or affected person.
Applicants, permittees, licensees, and affected parties are encouraged to engage in mediation or
settlement discussions during the final review process.
If the Board declines in writing to schedule a final review conference, the Department's decision
becomes the final agency decision and an applicant, permittee, licensee, or affected person may
request a contested case hearing before the Administrative Law Court within thirty (30) calendar days
after notice is mailed that the Board declined to hold a final review conference. In matters pertaining
to decisions under the South Carolina Mining Act, appeals should be made to the South Carolina
Mining Council.
I. Filing of Request for Final Review
1. A written Request for Final Review (RFR) and the required filing fee of one hundred dollars
($100) must be received by Clerk of the Board within fifteen (15) calendar days after notice
of the staff decision has been mailed to the applicant, permittee, licensee, or affected persons.
If the 15th day occurs on a weekend or State holiday, the RFR must be received by the Clerk
on the next working day. RFRs will not be accepted after 5:00 p.m.
2. RFRs shall be in writing and should include, at a minimum, the following information:
" The grounds for amending, modifying, or rescinding the staff decision;
" a statement of any significant issues or factors the Board should consider in deciding
how to handle the matter;
" the relief requested;
" a copy of the decision for which review is requested; and
" mailing address, email address, if applicable, and phone number(s) at which the
requestor can be contacted.
3. RFRs should be filed in person or by mail at the following address:
South Carolina Board of Health and Environmental Control
Attention: Clerk of the Board
2600 Bull Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29201
Alternatively, RFR's may be filed with the Clerk by facsimile (803-898-3393) or by
electronic mail (boardclerk~vdhec.sc.gov).
4. The filing fee may be paid by cash, check or credit card and must be received by the 15th day.
5. If there is any perceived discrepancy in compliance with this RFR filing procedure, the Clerk
should consult with the Chairman or, if the Chairman is unavailable, the Vice-Chairman. The
Chairman or the Vice-Chairman will determine whether the RFR is timely and properly filed
and direct the Clerk to (1) process the RFR for consideration by the Board or (2) return the
RFR and filing fee to the requestor with a cover letter explaining why the RFR was not timely
or properly filed. Processing an RFR for consideration by the Board shall not be interpreted as
a waiver of any claim or defense by the agency in subsequent proceedings concerning the
RFR.
6. If the RFR will be processed for Board consideration, the Clerk will send an
Acknowledgement of RFR to the Requestor and the applicant, permittee, or licensee, if other
than the Requestor. All personal and financial identifying information will be redacted from

the RFR and accompanying documentation before the RFR is released to the Board,
Department staff or the public.
7. If an RFR pertains to an emergency order, the Clerk will, upon receipt, immediately provide a
copy of the RFR to all Board members. The Chairman, or in his or her absence, the ViceChairman shall based on the circumstances, decide whether to refer the RFR to the RFR
Committee for expedited review or to decline in writing to schedule a Final Review
Conference. If the Chairman or Vice-Chairman determines review by the RFR Committee is
appropriate, the Clerk will forward a copy of the RFR to Department staff and Office of
General Counsel. A Department response and RFR Committee review will be provided on an
expedited schedule defined by the Chairman or Vice-Chairman.
8. The Clerk will email the RFR to staff and Office of General Counsel and request a
Department Response within eight (8) working days. Upon receipt of the Department
Response, the Clerk will forward the RFR and Department Response to all Board members
for review, and all Board members will confirm receipt of the RFR to the Clerk by email. If a
Board member does not confirm receipt of the RFR within a twenty-four (24) hour period, the
Clerk will contact the Board member and confirm receipt. If a Board member believes the
RFR should be considered by the RFR Committee, he or she will respond to the Clerk's email
within forty-eight (48) hours and will request further review. If no Board member requests
further review of the RFR within the forty-eight (48) hour period, the Clerk will send a letter
by certified mail to the Requestor, with copy by regular mail to the applicant, permittee, or
licensee, if not the Requestor, stating the Board will not hold a Final Review Conference.
Contested case guidance will be included within the letter.
NOTE. If the time periods described above end on a weekend or State holiday, the time is
automatically extended to 5.:00 p.m. on the next business day.
9. If the RFR is to be considered by the RFR Committee, the Clerk will notify the Presiding
Member of the RFR Committee and the Chairman that further review is requested by the
Board. RFR Committee meetings are open to the public and will be public noticed at least 24
hours in advance.
10. Following RFR Committee or Board consideration of the RFR, if it is determined no
Conference will be held, the Clerk will send a letter by certified mail to the Requestor, with
copy by regular mail to the applicant, permittee, or licensee, if not the Requestor, stating the
Board will not hold a Conference. Contested case guidance will be included within the letter.
11. Final Review Conference Scheduling
I1.

2.
3.

4.

If a Conference will be held, the Clerk will send a letter by certified mail to the
Requestor, with copy by regular mail to the applicant, permittee, or licensee, if not the
Requestor, informing the Requestor of the determination.
The Clerk will request Department staff provide the Administrative Record.
The Clerk will send Notice of Final Review Conference to the parties at least ten (10)
days before the Conference. The Conference will be publically noticed and should:
0 include the place, date and time of the Conference;
0 state the presentation times allowed in the Conference;
0 state evidence may be presented at the Conference;
E if the conference will be held by committee, include a copy of the Chairman's order
appointing the committee; and
0 inform the Requestor of his or her right to request a transcript of the proceedings of
the Conference prepared at Requestor's expense.
If a party requests a transcript of the proceedings of the Conference and agreesto pay
all related costs in writing, including costs for the transcript, the Clerk will schedule a court
reporter for the Conference.

III. Final Review Conference and Decision
1. The order of presentation in the Conference will, subject to the presiding officer's discretion,
be as follows:
0 Department staff will provide an overview of the staff decision and the applicable
law to include [10 minutes]:
* Type of decision (permit, enforcement, etc.) and description of the program.
* Parties
* Description of facility/site
* Applicable statutes and regulations
* Decision and materials relied upon in the administrative record to support
the staff decision.
0 Requestor(s) will state the reasons for protesting the staff decision and may provide
evidence to support amending, modifying, or rescinding the staff decision. [15
minutes] NOTE: The burden of proof is on the Requestor(s)
E Rebuttal by Department staff [15 minutes]
W Rebuttal by Requestor(s) [10 minutes]
Note: Times noted in brackets are for information only and are superseded by times
stated in the Notice of Final Review Conference or by the presiding officer.
2. Parties may present evidence during the conference; however, the rules of evidence do not
apply.
3. At any time during the conference, the officers conducting the Conference may request
additional information and may question the Requestor, the staff, and anyone else providing
information at the Conference.
4. The presiding officer, in his or her sole discretion, may allow additional time for presentations
and may impose time limits on the Conference.
5. All COnferences are open to the public.
6. The officers may deliberate in closed session.
7. The officers may announce the decision at the conclusion of the Conference or it may be
reserved for consideration.
8. The Clerk will mail the written final agency decision (FAD) to parties within 30 days after the
Conference. The written decision must explain the basis for the decision and inform the
parties of their right to request a contested case hearing before the Administrative Law Court
or in matters pertaining to decisions under the South Carolina Mining Act, to request a
•hearing before the South Carolina Mining Council.. The FAD will be sent by certified mail,
return receipt requested.
9. Communications may also be sent by electronic mail, in addition to the forms stated herein,
when electronic mail addresses are provided to the Clerk.
The above information is provided as a courtesy; parties are responsible for complying with all
applicable legal requirements.
Rev 2, 5/8/2014
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May 14, 2015
Mr. Victor Franklin, Waste Determinations Director
Savannah River Remediation, LLC
Savannah River Site
Aiken, SC 29808
RE:

Industrial Wastewater Closure Module for Liquid Waste Tank 16H H-Area Tank Farm,
Savannah River Site, SRR-CWDA-2013-00091, Revision 1

Dear Mr. Franklin:
The South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC) has
received Revision 1 of the Industrial Wastewater Closure Module for Liquid Waste Tank 16H.
This document has been amended in response to comments from DHEC and the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Region 4.
DHEC hereby approves Industrial Wastewater Closure Module, Revision 1, for the
Liquid Waste Tank 16 with the following condition:
To the extent that SCDHEC has new information that has a bearing on the adequacy of
closure, SCDHEC reserves the right to modify approval of this closure module in the future to
address activities yet to be performed (e.g., cap installation).
If you have any questions, please contact Shelly Wilson at (803) 898-3138.
inc ely,

Je eyr#5eBessonet, .V. irector
W ter Facilities Permitting Division
cc:

Shelly Wilson
Jennifer Hughes
Susan Fulmer
Martha Berry, EPA R4
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